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Abstract 
 
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has an essential job and influence of 

ongoing correspondence applications. They are considered to be an 

embedded based sensor nodes deployed for various sensing of information 
from the surrounding environment. Area of obscure sink node is hard to 

discover within the sight of portable sensor nodes. The procedure assumes a 

significant job in recognizing system deficiency and obscure sink area. WSN 
can possibly screen situations for both military and common applications. 

Since sensors are commonly compelled in instant energy supply, productive 

administration of the system is urgent to expand the life of the sensors. 

Sensors energy level can't reinforce long stretch communication to arrive at a 
remote location and in this manner requires numerous degrees of hopping or 

a passage to transmit the sensed data for the benefit of the sensor.  
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In this paper we propose a framework to organize these sensors in to well 

characterize clusters with less-vitality obliged routing nodes going about as 

Cluster Heads (CH), and distribute the load among these Gateway Nodes. 
Experimental results obtained from the simulation model show how our 

methodology can adjust the heap and improve the lifetime of the framework. 

To maintain a strategic distance from these overheads and uneven utilization 

of vitality we propose a methodology where we have some high-vitality Sink 
nodes called Gateway Nodes sent in the system. These Gateway Nodes 

organize sensors to frame unambiguous clusters in the framework and deal 

with the system in the relevant clusters, perform information combination to 
associate sensor reports and sort out sensors by actuating a subset important 

to required missions or assignments as appeared. Every sensor just has a 

place with one of such related cluster and shares the data with the directional 
sink just through the Gateway node of the cluster. 

 
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Clustered Routing Approach, 

Energy Efficient Hash Table, Gateways, Lifetime. 

 

1 Introduction 

Wireless Sensor Networks are comprised of sensor nodes which are 

generally utilized in different real time applications for example atmosphere 
observing, military zones, debacle zones and so forth in the nearness. Every 

sink node is outfitted with one handset and smaller scale controller. The 

significant activity of sensor node is to change over physical vitality into 

electrical vitality. In spontaneous design, sensor nodes are sent to cover 
whole topographical area [1]. The accumulated data information and sensor 

nodes must be situated to discover the area of sensed data in a packet. 

Restriction of sensor deployment is a key piece of WSN in light of the fact 
that it is finds confinement frameworks as a key piece of WSNs, on the 

grounds that they don't find events and go about as a base  for traffic control, 

conventions and directions [3].  
Data gathering is a quickly developing and testing field in today’s real 

time data processing. Sensors give a modest and simple answer for these 

applications particularly in the ungracious and low-upkeep territories where 

traditional methodologies end up being exorbitant[4]. Sensors are small 
gadgets that are fit for get-together physical data like warmth, light or 

movement of an article or condition. Sensors are sent in a specially appointed 

way in the region important to screen occasions and accumulate information 
about nature [7].  

Sensors in such frameworks are normally dispensable and expected to go 

on until their energy get drained. In this way, vitality is an extremely rare 
asset for such sensor frameworks and must be overseen carefully so as to 

expand the life time of the sensors for the span of a specific crucial  
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applications. Commonly sensor systems follow the model of a base station or 

Cluster Head, where sensors hand-off surges of information to the dominant 
node either intermittently or dependent on occasions [5]. 

The CH can be statically situated in the region of the sensors or it very 

well may be portable with the goal that it can move around the sensors and 

gather information. In either case, the directional sink can't be come to 
effectively by every one of the sensors in the framework [15]. The nodes that 

are situated far away from the head node will expend more vitality to 

transmit information then different nodes and in this manner will pass on 
sooner. So as to ration vitality to communicate with the other sink nodes with 

multi-hop and energy aware routing procedures have been recommended in 

the findings [8][12]. 
In this paper, a underwater sensor node arrangements to quantify and 

screen huge water bodies for aquaculture is proposed. The features of the 

wireless sensor networks are  

• This framework wipes out the impediments of existing link 
frameworks.  

• A great topology brings about a progressively dependable framework 

with less data packets droppings.  
• Energy aware routing methodologies fundamentally add to the 

endurance of WSN nodes. 

The dissemination of data from mobile sink to surrounding nodes in 

wireless sensor network is described  in detail [1]. Then sink does the 
remaining task of analysis and monitoring of the data to respective nodes in 

exist area. 

A source transfers the data to the closest node in the region, then, the 
node restrictedly floods the data only within the region. This paper describes 

about the control about duplication of location management. This work helps 

us to find the information about the drawbacks of static sink and helps us to 
find the advanced solution to overcome the problem of network congestion 

and network size. 

For some restricted application reason for temperature detecting we have 

analog and computerized Temperature sensors [4]. Temperature sensors 
which have temperature-subordinate capacities can be estimated utilizing 

resistors, semiconductors like diodes, thermocouples and thermistors. The 

fundamental goal ofthe venture is supervise the live temperature and 
stickiness with low cost consumption [11] .The sensor nodes used for 

underwater sensing normally are Arduino. The programming language 

utilized for Arduino  is java. The Sensor utilized is DHT11 temperature 
sensor [2]. Sensor is associated with the Arduino utilizing jumper wires. The 

temperature is seen utilizing the sensor DHT11 and is perused, put away and 

showed by the Arduino unit [10]. 
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2 Literature Survey 
 

The framework design for the sensor arrange is appeared. There are just 
two sorts of nodes in the framework; sensors and less-vitality compelled 

Gateway Node (GN). The sensors and portals are thought to be of a similar 

kind and have same properties separately. All correspondence is over remote 

connections. A remote connection is built up between two distinct node in 
particular on the off chance that they are in scope of one another. 

Connections between two sensors are viewed as bidirectional while 

interfaces between a passage and sensor can be unidirectional relying upon 
the scope of the sensor[13]. Doors are prepared to do long stretch 

correspondence contrasted with the sensors and all portals are thought to be 

in correspondence go with each other. Transmission of data packets of small 

in size is carries out between the nodes over a self-contained common 
channel. 

 During the bootstrapping procedure, every one of the sensors and portals 

are appointed special IDs, starting vitality and TDMA plan. The TDMA plan 
is legitimate for the main period of the cluster formation, after that the doled 

out gateway node give new schedule to the nodes in their Cluster region [14]. 

All wireless nodes are thought to know about their situation through certain 
GPS framework.  

Wang et al., have presented area based encryption balance calculation to 

embrace the novel sort of relationship between obscure sensor nodes and 

header node utilizing space transmission model and lognormal dissemination 
procedure [11].  

Tariq Ali H et al. proposed a model with a steady development of 

wireless nodes along with sensors, start to finish rescheduling and vitality 
decrease. Nodesforward the information bundles by ascertaining their 

flooding edge toward the sinknode with no position or arrangement data [13].  

A. Wahid et al. proposed vitality effective directing convention in which 
the covetous steering convention, the sensor nodes pick their neighbouring 

node by considering neighbour node with smaller relative movement towards 

sink and more noteworthy outstanding vitality [12]. 
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3 Existing Work 

On-going progressions in coordinated circuits have encouraged the rise 

of another age of minor, modest low-power detecting gadgets. Many research 

bunches are investigating different issues like vitality mindful steering, 
sensor coordination, and vitality sparing through initiation of a restricted 

subset of nodes. The vast majority of the distributed methodologies for 

bunching require a gathering of sensors to concur among themselves on the 

election of cluster head [5]. The choice of a cluster head can be randomized, 
in view of a pre-allocated bunch ID, or as per level of availability [15].  

These clustering approaches are compelling in the field of specially 

appointed systems where the autonomous nodes are always moving and 
thusly can't be in correspondence run with one bunch head constantly. Sensor 

systems show unexpected properties in comparison to specially appointed 

systems [9]. In unattended sensor organizes the area of the sensors is fixed 
once they are sent. Also, neither of these methodologies considers topologies 

where a bigger number of wireless nodes are situated in scope of one 

another. In the event that customary clustering methodologies like most 

reduced/most noteworthy ID or most elevated availability are applied, a 
similar node will be elected as cluster head unfailingly, bringing about this 

sensor to deplete its vitality quick [6]. 

At first the cluster head can be picked dependent on defer an incentive 
for transmission of information parcels towards goal [15][16].  

 

4 Proposed Work 

Sensor nodes are grouped under a reliable master node which are 

identified and elected as Cluster Head (CH) and the data transfer is carried 
out thru the CH nodes from one cluster to another as depicted in Figure 1.The 

adequacy of our approach is approved through recreation. This area portrays 

simulation condition, execution measurements, and test results. 

The outcomes are contrasted and execution of bunching dependent on 
most brief separation. The Experiments are performed on the simulated 

experiments with assorted number of cluster nodes in a 1000 × 1000 square 

meter territory. Number of sensors experimented is changed from 100 to 500 
and Gateway nodes from 2 to 10. Every sensor is accepted to have an 

underlying power level of 5 joules. A normal node is viewed as 

nonfunctional if its power level approaches to 0 joules. 
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Figure 1: Cluster Organization 

The cluster area assessment can be determined dependent on signal 

quality received by the specific node. In data transmitting stage, each  

neighbor node begins signal dissemination an incentive to evaluate the sign 
quality. Signal transmission delay can be assessed as, 

 

   . . . (1) 

   … (2) 

The nodes are deployed in a random way point in the simulation area and 

they are allowed to from the clusters based on the hash table values. This is 

carried out with all the nodes in the region to transmit data particularly to its 
closest neighbour node. This approach goes on till the data packet finds the 

destination sink node. 

The most extreme scope of the sensors is set to 0.5 occasions the greatest 

separation between two nodes in the multi hop framework. It is expected that 
the channel is without crash and packets are not dropped in the wireless 

medium. Sensors are given IDs in arbitrary design. All nodes are viewed as 

same specification and no inclination is given to any sensor or entryway. The 
accepting hardware of the sensors and the passages is turned on in the start of 

the clustering process. Area of various sensors is determined utilizing a 

typical dispersion utilizing arbitrarily. In extreme situations, the cluster may 

be allowed to choose the second reliable node of the cluster region as a 
deputy CH which may act as a standby for the primary CH. 

Energy level of the neighbor node is determined when transmission 

begins.The presentation measurements of proposed conspire are given 
underneath. Network Life Time is characterized as the quantity of ages 

expended per node. The nodes are identified to create a pathway link using 

the greedy approach starting from the sensing node. PDR is characterized as 
the quantity of bundles got to the quantity of bundles sent. Area exactness: It 

evaluates the definite topographical area of present nodes brought together as  
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for pivot. It ought to be high. It characterizes the quantity of obscure nodes 

distinguished effectively inside the clustering area. Control overhead: Node 
devours unreasonable number of parcels in the cluster movement. End to end 

delay: Delay brought about by sensor nodes to advance the data packets 

starting from one cluster head then onto the next cluster head on the forward 

direction. 
The scope of identifying the better possible neighboring node is having a 

maximum stable factor, considering their relative velocity and the power 

level. The relative velocity between the participating nodes is calculated as 
 

R

d
V

t    …  (3) 

where VRdenotes the relative velocity between two mobile nodes, Δd  is 

the difference in distance between the two nodes at time t1 and t2 and Δt  is 

the difference in time between the first packet receiving time t1 and the next 

packet receiving time t2 (Δt = t2-t1). 
 The Hash table is formed and identified as the key parameter for 

this proposed approach. The CH node is responsible for creating and maining 

the hash table through out its life time. The table contains the information 
about the assigned UID f each and every nde in the cluster region along with 

its identified power lever and its credential validity. The cluster nodes may 

collect the required information from the CH by establishing a secure and 

reliable link with the CH node. Theis can be dne with the mutual verification 
of their UID and credit value with the participating nodes. 

The energy level estimation of a particular node is calculated as 

   … (4) 

Where S is the size of the data packet in bits, Da,b is the distance 

between the nodes. The power requirement of the transmitting node to send a 

data packet to the destination node should be smaller than the energy level 
available in the particular node. 

Transmission overhead among the nodes is similarly dispersed what's 

more, estimated utilizing the weighted capacity, which is considered in this 

routing convention. Data packets are organized relying upon estimated water 
parameters, for example, temperature, broke up oxygen, pH, saltiness and 

turbidity while they are deployed for the sea water area applications. 
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5 Systematic Analysis 

Usage of mobile sink instead of static sink is however comes around 
cost, which advertises the changing location of the sink freshly across the 

network is not trivial. The advantage of energy saving is due to usage of 

mobile sink. The usage of mobile sink is also helps in fire detection system. 
 

 

 

Figure 2: Data Flow Diagram 
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Figure 2 represents the flowchart of Stable Routing Path selection in the 

Wireless Sensor Networks  based on the effective identification of 

intermediate node for the reliable data transfer from one cluster to another 
cluster. The life span of the WSN is identified as the operation time of the 

complete network till the first node running out of the stored energy in their 

battery. The next optimal node for the reliable and stable path is selected 

based on the low relative velocity and and high residual energy. 
In order to increase the life time of the network functioning to provide a 

reliable service among nodes, an optimal path is calculated based on the 

neighbour nodes credit value obtained from the hast table of the CH. This 
optimal path estimation includes both the current credit score of the 

participating node as well as the remaining energy level recently estimated. 

 

5.1 Performance Evalution 
 

The simulation environment of the proposed method is carried out with 

the following specification in the Network Simulater tool as per the Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Number of 

nodes 
30, 70 

Model of 

Antenna 
Omni Antenna 

Model of 

Mobility 

Random Way 

Point 

Model of Radio 

Propagation 
TwoRayGround 

Model of Traffic CBR 

Simulation Area 1000×600 

Simulation 

Time 
100 s 

Transmission 

Range 
250m 

Type of Channel  
Wireless 
Channel 

Type of MAC  802.11 

Protocol LEACH 
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5.1.1 Packet Delivery Ratio  
 

PDR is characterized as the proportion of absolute bundle accurately got 

by sink to add up to parcel produced by the hubs. Figure 3 shows PDR as for 
recreation time thinking about 125 hubs, reenactment time is set to 5000, 

10,000, 15,000 and 20,000 s individually. 

 
 

Figure 3: Packet delivery rate 
 

5.1.2 Energy Consumption 
 

The node expends vitality for transmission, gathering and handling. 

Nodes expend more remarkable battery power during transmission than 

gathering and handling. The normal power utilization is the normal vitality 
devoured by nodes in the network. The energy consumption by the node for a 

successful data transmission is calculated and the effective residual energy 

shown in Figure 4helps in longer path duration which appears Normal 

vitality utilization as for recreation time thinking about 125 nodes. 
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Figure 4:Energy consumption (Average) 

 
A directing convention that accomplishes effective packet forwarding, 

normal energy utilization is created and proposed. The strategy we proposed 

steering convention orders for information bundles in ordinary information 
parcels and crisis information bundles in light of the deliberate sensor 

estimations of water parameters. In the event that the detected worth isn't 

inside the acknowledgment go, the information bundle steered with high 

need to arrive at the sink at the soonest. The protocol is contrasted 
convention regarding Packet delivery Ratio, normal vitality utilization. The 

convention satisfied the requirements for the aquaculture application. The 

proposed convention utilizing limited portability model is intended for space 
arranging and improvement. The reproduction measurements could be 

expanded to consider with respect to the execution with various observations 

as for various zone and climatic conditions for constant application.The 
simulation model of sensor nodes in the cluster formation process are 

depicted in the given simulation area is shown in Figure 5. Initially the high 

energy nodes are identified and one node is elected as CH which satisfies the 

given threshold parameters specification. Those nodes are marked in the 
different colors and final CH is shown in dark color.  
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Figure 5: Simulation Model 

 

 
6 Results and Discussion 
 

Energy efficiency is the most important in the wireless sensor network 

since networks has limited battery. This paper also depicted the information 

about the drawbacks of static sink and helps us to find the advanced solution 
to overcome the problem of network congestion and network size.  The 

advance of mobile sinks replaces static ones, in a WSN.The performance of 

the proposed scheme is analysed thru the simulation results which are 

tabulated as par with the base protocol version in Table 2. The various 
parameters used for this analysis are packet delivery ratio, leftover energy of 

the nodes,, delay in packet transmission, and overall throughput of the 

system. 
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Table 2 Performance Analysis 

Parameters AODV Hash Table Approach 

Packet Delivery Ratio 0.297 0.871 

Delay(ms) 1.3712 1.2822 

Throughput (mbps) 0.18183 1.262682 

Residual Energy (j) 0.57521 0.78749 

 

Mobile sink have a significant advantages to enhance the performance of 
existing wireless sensor network architecture, therefore developing the 

efficient distributed routing solution is a good effort in area of routing. 

 
 

7 Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we have acquainted a methodology with Clustering based 

Routing approach in Wireless Sensor Network around hardly any high-

vitality entryway nodes and balancing the load among these clusters in the 
region. The Gateway Node goes about as a identified supervisor node to deal 

with the sensors and fills in as a cluster to transfer information from sensors 

to a far off order nodes. On the off chance that nodes are not consistently 

conveyed around the cluster gateways designed to bear the load, which will 
impact the lifetime and energy utilization of the WSN. Experimental results 

show that our calculation reliably balances load among various clusters and 

performs well in all transmissions of the nodes. 
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Our framework incorporates stretching out the Cluster model with hash table 

to permit portal adaptability. Additionally, we intend to contemplate 

distinctive disappointment situations in sensor arrangements and present 
adaptation to internal failure by giving supportive deputy CH node. Cluster is 

framed with most extreme sign quality. It is found difficult to improve the 

packet transmission proportion with most extreme precision. Nodes are 
transported in arbitrary walk way to accomplish imprompt nature. CH node 

assumes a significant job in recognizing the area of neighbor nodes and 

development of forward hash table. 
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